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Computation and Graphical Simulation of Forces on a Projectile
Introduction
Future Work
• Interactivity – Allow users to alter certain parameters,
such as object mass and angular velocity
•Variety – Expand program to simulate different
geometric shapes
•Accuracy - Remove certain assumptions from our
dynamic calculations in order to make the simulation
more realistic
Software
The application was programmed using OpenGL, a
C++ graphics library. OpenGL is a high-level cross-
platform API, so the program can be executed on any
major operating system.
A number of game engines and higher-level software
libraries exist that could be used for these types of
simulations. However, these don’t offer the
programmer as much control as OpenGL does.
Calculations
Drag Force
• Frictional force that acts on an object moving through a fluid.






• Caused by pressure imbalances brought on by a projectile’s
rotation.
• Perpendicular to both linear velocity and angular velocity
vectors











?⃑? ← ?⃑? + ?⃑? ∗ 𝑑𝑡
?⃑? ← ?⃑? + ?⃑? ∗ 𝑑𝑡
𝜌 = air density
A = cross-section area
?⃑? = linear velocity
𝜔 = angular velocity
Figure 1: an illustration of the
Magnus effect. A ball moving toward
the right and exhibiting topspin will
experience a downward magnus force
By Gang65 at the English language 




• Users are able to move 
around the scene with the 
WASD keys, and to change 
the viewing angle with the 
mouse.
• The drag and Magnus 
forces can be toggled on/off
• Direction of rotation can be 
changed, imparting the 
object with either a 
backspin or a topspin
• Mass of the object can be 
toggled between heavy and 
light, changing the 
magnitudes of the 
aerodynamic effects
𝐶!($) = drag (Magnus) coefficient
?⃑? = acceleration
?⃑? = total force
𝑚 = object mass
Figure 2: The simulated object
moving through the air, with the
absence of the Magnus effect(top),
downward Magnus force caused by
topspin(middle), and upward magnus
force caused by backspin(bottom).
Goal: To develop a physically accurate simulation
of projectile motion






• Want to be able to precisely model these forces
• Application areas
• Flight simulators
o A good simulation could assist aerospace 
engineers with computer-aided design
• Sports
o Athletes often take advantage of the Magnus 
effect
